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WHO WE ARE

The Asia for Animals Social Media Animal Cruelty Coalition (SMACC) is a collaboration between various
animal protection organizations: Action for Primates, Animals Asia Foundation, Federation of Indian Animal
Protection Organizations, Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries, Humane Society International,
International Animal Rescue, Lady Freethinker, Pan African Sanctuary Alliance, Taiwan SPCA, Peta Asia,
and World Animal Protection. 

SMACC aims to shine a light on the sinister world of online animal cruelty content in all its forms, and to
lead the way in ending it. SMACC seeks to collaborate with social media platforms in order to end the
availability, spread and profitability of cruelty content, and to ensure that there are no benefits to its
creation or promotion. 

INTRODUCTION
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Following on from the 2021 report Making Money from Misery: How Social Media Giants Profit from
Animal Abuse,  this Spotlight Report is the first in a series of theme-specific exposés of the horrifying world
of online animal cruelty content.

This report highlights Teasing as Torture, a disturbing phenomenon that is popular on social media where
animals are tormented via various forms of teasing with food, shelter, attention or fear. Focusing on 195
videos collected by a team of researchers, we have compiled the data to highlight the seriousness of this
type of abuse, how to identify it, how it impacts the animals involved and what the public can do to help. 

All of the content described in this report has also been reported to the social platforms via their own
reporting processes. It remained online and freely available at the time of analysis.  
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"The disturbing findings of the Teasing as Torture report show that, rather than
being harmless, teasing is a form of torture for non-human animals, who cannot
understand or know the intentions of the perpetrator. To the teaser, it may just
seem like 'fun', but to the non-human animal involved, it may be perceived as a
threat against their lives, resulting in terror and distress. Regardless of intent, such
treatment of non-human animals constitutes cruelty. 

The situation is made even worse when it is filmed as 'entertainment' and posted on 
social media because it normalises such abhorrent treatment and can encourage
others to do likewise.

I urge social media companies to recognise this teasing for what it is - abuse and
torture - and to take the responsible and moral path to prevent such content from
appearing on their platforms.''
Nedim C Buyukmihci, V.M.D., Co-founder & Veterinary Advisor, Action for
Primates; Emeritus Professor of Veterinary Medicine

WHAT OUR MEMBERS SAY

adopting standardized definitions – across all social media platforms and in consultation with experts
– of animal cruelty and cruelty content;
ensuring that policies conform with these definitions, expressly prohibit cruelty content and are
adhered to;
immediately implementing robust monitoring systems to detect and remove cruelty content, cruelty
content channels and cruelty content creators without reliance on user reports;
improving reporting mechanisms for animal cruelty content and ensuring that content violating
policies is removed;
stop paying channel or video owners for animal cruelty content;
ensuring that content depicting animal suffering used by animal welfare and environmental
organizations for legitimate campaign or educational purposes is differentiated from cruelty content
and not removed from their platforms on cruelty content grounds;
working with SMACC and its member organizations as trusted partners with animal welfare expertise
to help develop definitions and policies.

We appeal to platforms to take action against animal cruelty content by:
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All of the content described in this report has also been
reported to the social platforms via their own reporting
processes. It remained online and freely available...



"The findings of SMACC's Teasing as Torture report on animal cruelty online are
harrowing. The animals go through unimaginable pain, and physical and psychological
torture, while the vast majority of humans will scroll away.

Social media platforms like Instagram, YouTube, and Facebook are filled with millions
of videos where "light-hearted teasing" of animals is perceived as "fun" or "harmless,"
thereby normalising the mistreatment of animals for likes, shares and comments, which
further encourages the perpetrators.

We need to work together with social media platforms to monitor and bring about legal
action against perpetrators of animal cruelty online."
Bharati Ramachandran, Federation of Indian Animal Protection Organisations
(FIAPO)

"The teasing depicted in these videos is not harmless, or fun. Sadly, the continued
display and sharing of images like these will continue to send a message that animals
are not sentient beings that feel fear and pain, and that they can be exploited for our
entertainment and commercial gain. It is time to take action to change these
behaviors, and the continued harm that they cause, and we call on social media
platforms to lead the way."
Jackie Bennett, Program Director-Africa and Asia, Global Federation of Animal
Sanctuaries
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"The tactics being used on these animals induce suffering. I have grave concerns for
the animals involved in these videos. Will the views these tortured animals get ensure
repeat suffering? Will the views cause the degree of suffering to escalate? Will the
objects used to tease these animals cause ever-increasing harm, mentally and
physically, as the tormentors chase more views? And lastly, will these actions cause
the animals death when their response causes harm to themselves or as a reaction to
a human? 
Shaun Thomson, VBRC Senior Veterinary Surgeon, Animals Asia

"Social media platforms and the content they allow to be publicised, greatly
influences the attitudes and behaviours of millions of consumers. Wielding so much
influence comes with great responsibility, platforms must ensure they are no longer
complicit in the promotion of abusive acts towards animals, and implement effective
monitoring measures to remove such content immediately."
Dave Neale, Animal Welfare Director, Animals Asia



"The shocking revelation of teasing as torture represents a stinging call to action for
all social media companies. They cannot continue to enable this abuse, as it fosters a
climate where animals are seen as props in sadistic amusements. The work of
SMACC to document the scope of this crisis is a vital service to all who love animals
and care for their welfare. PASA is proud to be part of this coalition."
Iris Ho, Head of Campaigns and Policy, Pan African Sanctuary Alliance (PASA)

"Social media videos that present animal suffering as "harmless" entertainment are
anything but. We can and must do better. It's crucial that the public become more
aware of the hidden abuse often lurking behind seemingly "cute" content and
refuse to watch, share or comment on such posts. Additionally, social media
companies must take steps to ensure that no animals are harmed for views on
their platforms." 
Nina Jackel, Founder and President, Lady Freethinker

“Social media giants can’t keep turning a blind eye to posts of the sadistic abuse of
animals being shown on their platforms. Whether intentionally or unintentionally, a vast
global audience is perpetuating the cruelty by viewing, liking and sharing these videos
and it has to stop!

Using teasing as a form of torture as described in this report is absolutely sickening and
most people would find the videos unbearable to watch. It is unacceptable for the likes
of Facebook, Instagram, TikTok and YouTube to abdicate their responsibility on this
issue. Animals are being deliberately tortured and even killed for human entertainment
and those who can do something to stop it have a moral duty to do so, sooner rather
than later.” 
Alan Knight, President, International Animal Rescue
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“There is nothing fun, entertaining or harmless about a defenseless animal being forced to
endure repetitive psychological abuse through teasing for social media views, likes and
shares. The viral nature of social media even perpetuates and escalates this cruelty— the
more attention a video receives, the more likely its creators will produce similar and often
increasingly torturous content. 

It is way past time for social media companies to stop enabling and profiting from animal
abuse and instead take a stand against this cruelty. We urge all social media platforms to
work with the SMACC coalition to seek expert advice when establishing policies and
regulating procedures that have the power to change the fate of so many animals silently
suffering around the world."
Adam Parascandola, Animal Protection and Crisis Response, Humane Society
International (HSI)



Most social media platforms are aware that users may upload content that depicts or encourages acts of
animal cruelty. As a result, these platforms have created policies that prohibit specific types of content. The
scope and quality of these policies vary and enforcement is problematic across platforms.  In relation to
animal cruelty content, most policies focus solely on acts of physical harm against animals - and even these
policies are very specifically limited. For example, as of June 2022, Meta’s policy (covering both Facebook
and Instagram)   prohibits: 

Statements of intent, calls to action, representing, supporting or advocating for, or depicting, admitting
to or promoting … acts of physical harm against animals committed by you or your associates except
in cases of hunting, fishing, religious sacrifice, food preparation or processing, pest or vermin, self-
defense or redemption… Staged animal vs animal fights, including acts committed by a third party.

As for Youtube, the community guidelines in June 2022 states that:

Animal abuse refers to content depicting the malicious infliction of physical harm causing an animal
to experience suffering... Here are more examples of content not allowed on YouTube: ...videos in
which human onlookers are forcing animals to attack each other... Non-educational, documentary,
scientific, or artistic content that shows animal suffering for the purposes of shock or disgust.

Tiktok’s Community Guidelines prohibit:

...Content that provides instructions on how to conduct criminal activities that result in harm to
people, animals, or property... Content of animals that depicts: the slaughter or other non-natural
death of animals dismembered, mutilated, charred, or burned animal remains animal cruelty and gore. 

THE ISSUE: TEASING AS TORTURE

2
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Animals in extreme fright and distress are filmed with the footage put on social media purely for views,
likes and shares, even though some platform policies do not theoretically allow such practices. Indeed,
YouTube mentions that “content that solely exists to incentivize viewers for engagement (views, likes,
comments, etc) is prohibited”. Animals may be deliberately sprayed with liquids like water or lemon juice,
have fireworks set off close to them, or be terrified by masks or other props such as fake snakes. Whole
channels are dedicated to documenting and displaying the distress of infant monkeys, separated from
their mothers, being kept in tiny cages or in people’s homes whilst being teased as a form of torture.

Teasing in human psychology can be interpreted as a form of bullying, taking advantage of another being's
humility. While teasing between human beings can be a positive form of interaction it can also be used to
exert control and can lead to long-term distress. Often to tease someone is to turn the experience into a
humorous one at the expense of the person being targeted.

Even in the absence of direct physical abuse, the psychological distress caused to animals portrayed in
teasing torture videos is indisputable. A large body of research demonstrates that human beings are not
the only animals who experience and are affected by a range of emotions, 45and the physiological effects
of helplessness and prolonged stress are well documented.

In this example, food and a milk bottle are purposely placed out of reach of a caged baby macaque, filmed
to show his reaction to the unreachable food. 

4,5,6

7,8,9

Whole channels are dedicated to documenting and displaying
the distress of infant monkeys... being kept in tiny cages or in
people’s homes whilst being teased as a form of torture.

Serious animal suffering, however, is far from limited to suffering caused by intentional physical injury.
There is a wealth of content across social media platforms that depicts, encourages and incentivizes cruelty
to animals that is not covered by policies like the ones above.
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In reference to human beings, psychological torture is defined by non-governmental organization (NGO)
‘Freedom From Torture’ as “torture that does not directly cause physical violence or injury to a person’s body.”
This definition goes on to include social isolation, food and water deprivation, sensory assault, and the
creation of a sense of hopelessness, among other specifics.    Non-human animals, too, suffer under these
conditions, including 'learned helplessness' in which the individual fails to respond to noxious stimuli they
cannot escape, yet continues to experience pain and suffering. Moreover, the animals featured in teasing
torture videos are roughly handled, shaken, pushed or grabbed aggressively and/or are kept in tiny, filthy
barren cages, or in other inappropriate environments. Such content can also reveal animals showing signs
of infections, illnesses or poor physical or psychological conditions. 

10

Teasing content is freely available on social media, and the abundance of such content suggests that this
problem is vast. However, like that of online animal cruelty content in general, the scope and scale of
online animal teasing content is impossible to quantify - and social media platforms have not made their
own statistics on the scale of the problem nor the quantity of public complaints publicly available.
Furthermore, the existence of many private, encrypted and seemingly unregulated pages, groups or
channels dedicated to teasing and other types of animal cruelty content are inaccessible to our researchers. 11

Such channels can gather millions of followers, views and likes, pushing them to the top of feeds on social
media platforms. Due to its popularity, the content keeps getting boosted, increasing once more its
visibility, and can become profitable for the creators and for the platforms alike, notably through
advertising and monetizing. 

In this case, this channel, which focuses on the keeping of wild animals as pets and depicts instances of
teasing through food or restrictive accessories, has gathered more than 5 million followers, and the total
views of all videos combined exceeds 746 million views. 

This channel, which focuses on the keeping of wild animals as
pets and depicts teasing through food or restrictive accessories,
has gathered more than 5 million followers, and the total views
of all videos exceeds 746 million views. 
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RESEARCH METHODS

Between February and May 2022, a team of volunteer researchers collected data on animal cruelty with a
specific focus on content that depicted the psychological torture of animals through teasing. This
information was collected from four social media platforms: Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, and Tik Tok. All
information was logged via SMACC’s public reporting form.    Data were also collected by SMACC member
organizations. A single primary theme and an unlimited number of subthemes and specific abuses were
selected to describe the content of each video. See Appendix 1 for details about themes, subthemes and
specific abuses. 

All data was spot-checked for missing or erroneous information and analyzed by SMACC Coordinators.
Before analysis, the database was scanned for duplicates and these were removed. Content that was no
longer available at the time of analysis was also excluded from analysis. 

CONTENT

Teasing as Torture content emerged as a recurring theme in SMACC’s previous research. Reported as
“teasing” or often, “deliberate animal torture - mental or physical”, it became clear that this wide-spread
problem infiltrating social media required a closer look. In order to examine the theme more closely, we
documented a sample of 195 videos posted on social media featuring Teasing as Torture over the course of
four months - an average of 48 posts per month. It is important to note that our researchers were
volunteers with limited time, and at no point was the supply of new Teasing as Torture content exhausted.
It is likely therefore that our findings only scratch the surface of a much larger problem. With limited
resources, it’s impossible to accurately determine the number of such videos available at any given time, or
the scale of the problem. However, the apparent inexhaustibility of such content suggests that it is
significant.  

12

THE DATA

Amongst the links used for analysis, some content showed macaques kept as pets, dressed in clothes and
forced to behave like humans would - although this is clearly animal abuse, the animals regularly ridiculed
on camera were not always teased. This report will focus on more specific examples of teasing abuses. 

We have not recorded the countries where the content was from, as we wanted on the one hand, to show
that this is a global problem, not just concentrated in one country or region, and on the other hand, to focus
on the animals abused and the types of cruelty they were subjected to. However, a lot of the content
featuring wild animals - especially macaques - kept as pets, and the types of abuses they face as a result has
been filmed in Asia, and distributed globally. 
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A wide range of animals are the subjects of Teasing as Torture content. Specifically, we documented 34
different species and over 215 individual animals*, including companion animals (cats, dogs), farmed animals
(cows, ducks), marine animals (cetaceans, stingrays) and terrestrial wild animals (primates, lions, tigers,
rodents, elephants). 

Primates
75.7%

Cats and dogs
15%

Other wild animals 
8.4%

Farmed animals
0.9%

ANIMALS

While our sample of videos may not be representative of the true proportions of abused animals featured
on social media, certain species are clearly particularly targeted by Teasing as Torture; primates featured in
more than 75% of the videos we assessed. The majority of these were macaques, who appeared in more
than 69% of the videos we documented. Most of these were infants. While young macaques are regularly
kept as pets in many parts of Asia, it is often illegal to do so, and the practice is inherently cruel.    Content
in which infant macaques are dressed in clothes and treated as though they are human babies is
extremely popular on social media. These infants are vulnerable and helpless, having been taken from and
deprived of their mothers. They are easy to manipulate and tease, being completely and inappropriately
dependent on their human captors. 

Cats and dogs are also popular targets of teasing on social media. 15% of our content featured cats or dogs
intentionally frightened with fireworks, masks or other props, taunted by withholding food, or sprayed with
lemon juice or water. Stray animals in Asia are habituated to humans and make easy targets, and are
sometimes considered as pests. Most of the teasing content targeted at cats and dogs is seen as ‘pranking’
them, but the psychological distress these animals experience is significant.

Animals featured in the animal cruelty videos *See Appendix 2 *Each link reported to us
indicated the types of

animals featured in the
video but did not

quantify the number of
individual animals in

each video. This number
(215) is in reality much

lower than the actual
number of animals

featured in all the videos
we have documented. 
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These infants are vulnerable and helpless, having been taken
from and deprived of their mothers. They are easy to
manipulate and tease, being completely and inappropriately
dependent on their human captors. 
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In one particularly horrifying video, two
elephants, including a youngster, are ridden
through a rural area, hit with hooks, and startled
intentionally by a man in a gorilla costume. The
man screams, gesticulates, and jumps at them,
while the elephants alternately try to back off
and defend themselves by charging at the man.
Fake elephant noises are added to the video to
accentuate the elephants’ trumpeting, while the
man filming is heard laughing. 

Just seconds before the younger
elephant gets violently hit on the
head with a hook. The video,
which has 1107 views, brings
viewers in by promising that the
elephants' reactions are 'funny'. 

ducks being frightened by fireworks; 
a cow, whose tail was constantly pulled in a video whose
title claims to show “how to tease animals”; 
a video of a leopard seal in the dark - liked more than 5.6
million times -, touched and surrounded by many people
with bright flashlights, despite showing clear signs of fear; 
and a baby stingray on a boat being ‘tickled’ and whose
reaction, falsely interpreted as ‘smiling’, is actually a sign of
fear and difficulty breathing.   

Other animals targeted by teasing include (and are not limited
to):

Even though clear and deliberate abuse is common, some
cases can stem from a misinterpretation of animal behavior
(monkeys or apes ‘smiling’,15wildlife enjoying being ‘tickled'16),
which can have serious consequences and lead to severe
welfare problems. 

14

15 16
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The words ‘monkey’ and ‘baby’ appear significantly more often than other key words, 24% and 16%
respectively. The people in these videos often represent themselves as the mother (‘mom’, 9%) of these pet
monkeys, who are often portrayed ‘crying’ (6%) and requesting ‘food’ or ‘milk’ (21%). Other key words
portraying teasing content as a 'joke' account for the third most common type of video titles (13%), with
words such as ‘prank’, ‘funny’, ‘fake’, ‘mask’ or ‘reaction’. Similarly, titles that include ‘teasing’, ‘scared,’
‘vomiting’, ‘tickle’, ‘obey’ and ‘angry’ give us an insight into the abuses that these animals endure, and show
that content creators are aware of the negative and frightened reactions of the animals. 

The suffering of the animals in these videos are a source of entertainment for creators and viewers alike,
completely negating the reality of the animals’ experience. The popularity of the key words described
above shows that creators of teasing content know about the power of video titles and descriptions, and
use these to gain popularity.

VIDEO TITLES

Viewers are attracted by video titles.   YouTube states that: “To make your videos easier to find and more
enticing for viewers to click into, try creating attractive and accurate thumbnails, titles and descriptions”. 
We examined the appearance of key words in the titles of the videos in our dataset.

Word count of all video titles

17
18

*See Appendix 3

The comments on these videos can include requests for similar content to be created and uploaded, or,
comments on the videos that endorse them can prove to be a great incentive for creators aiming for their
content to become viral. 

page 13NOTE: macaques are sometimes referred to as 'rats' or 'tree rats', showing the extent of the hatred
they are subjected to. 



...an infant macaque, whose arms are bound inside tight
clothing, was filmed struggling to move, often landing on his
head. Eventually he was given chillies, which he attempted to
eat using his feet. 

TEASING PET MONKEYS: RESTRICTIVE CLOTHING

WHAT IS TEASING AS TORTURE:
ILLUSTRATING WITH SPECIFIC ABUSES

This sort of restrictive clothing is usually
used to force the monkeys to stand
upright on their hind legs. They may be
filmed, owners laughing as the monkey
struggles to move, flailing about as
though they were bound in a straitjacket. 

In this case, an infant macaque, whose
arms are bound inside tight clothing, was
filmed struggling to move, often landing
on his head. Eventually he was given
chillies, which he attempted to eat using
his feet. 

Keeping wild animals as pets - which amounted to 23% of the videos reported to us - often features
macaques, and seems to go hand-in-hand with teasing abuse. Dressing primates in clothes, diapers or
costumes, perhaps indicates a level of control by the human over the animal - similar to teasing. Not only is
it illegal to keep primates as pets in many parts of Asia, but the physical and psychological consequences
suffered by these macaques can have serious consequences on their welfare. They are often dressed in
restrictive clothing, making it difficult for them to move normally. 
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TEASING PET MONKEYS: ATTENTION DEPRIVATION

In this video, a very small macaque is left on the ground in a street, too weak to get up and crying for help.
The person filming walks around the macaque getting closer and further away, without ever comforting or
helping the crying monkey.  

Withholding food is one of the most common (almost 20%) specific teasing abuses documented where
captive animals are repeatedly denied access to food. Food is intentionally placed out of the reach of
caged monkeys while their reactions are being filmed. Baby macaques are handed milk bottles which are
then quickly withdrawn, or given bottles which may be too heavy so the monkeys are unable to lift them to
their mouth. 

Attention deprivation is an abuse inherent to the primate pet trade. It unfortunately opens up
opportunities for a particularly cruel form of teasing. Weak, desperate young infants are deliberately
neglected and ignored, filmed crying and screaming, often while onlookers or their “owners” laugh. 

WITHHOLDING FOOD
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Multiple videos featured
clothed young hungry
macaques forced to sit and
watch food being prepared.  
The macaques would be
punished for reaching for
the food before the human
decided it was ready,
causing extreme confusion
and obvious distress.

In one of the most disturbing videos, a distressed, clothed baby macaque is kept in a small plastic bag. A
colored lightbulb inside the bag flickers brightly. For more than five minutes the macaque is taunted with
food that he or she tries to grab, but cannot access through the plastic sheet. For the entirety of the video,
the macaque tries to find a way out of the bag and tries to tear the plastic sheet using his/her fingernails,
but to no avail. 
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xx

18% percent of the videos we documented involve people using masks or other props to frighten pets or
stray animals (baby macaques, cats, dogs). Comments suggest that the animals’ reactions are highly
entertaining to some viewers. 

In some cases, humans use masks to startle and frighten their pet monkey who is awoken abruptly and
who then runs away in terror. 

Many videos similar to this
exist featuring monkeys
but also other animals. One
video shows a man with a
frightening mask, poking a
dog with a stick as the dog
hides under a car baring
their teeth in a sign of fear
and aggression. 

SCARING WITH MASKS OR OTHER PROPS 
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A number of videos we documented (18%) featured the use of live animals to scare other animals. This is
especially cruel when the animal being used to scare another is a predator for that species, such as the use
of snakes or crocodiles. 

Videos claiming to “prank” dogs and cats show people placing fake tigers, either under blankets or behind
the animals, and filming the reaction. Encountering a tiger for a dog or cat could be a life threatening
event for an animal, and even though the perpetrators are amused by the fear-reaction, the animals are
experiencing instinctive fear, faced with a possibly life-threatening situation. 

Other 'prank' videos show people setting off fireworks near cats, dogs or other animals, often while they
are sleeping. According to the Philippines Animal Welfare Society (PAWS): “the loud bangs, booms, crackling
noises and whistles from firecrackers and fireworks are distressing for cats and dogs who are gifted with highly
sensitive hearing … (these animals) suffer from severe anxiety and fear from the firecracker blasts.” 19,20

SCARING WITH OTHER ANIMALS
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The video, released on TikTok, seems to have gained popularity based on the monkey’s reaction when
realizing a snake is around him. The video shows a still image of the macaque’s facial expression, with an
added filter and music, which clearly demonstrates the amusement of the creators, and the comments on
the video (‘funny’ or laughing emoji) demonstrate that this macaque’s distress is a source of entertainment
for many people. This video has 5.6 million views.

In a seven minute long video, a baby macaque is tied to a dog, left on the ground around other dogs, and
tries desperately to escape. The puppies want to play with the macaque who is clearly terrified. Play
behavior is expressed very differently in dogs and monkeys. Indeed, one of the dogs bites and pins the
young macaque to the ground. When the macaque runs to the person in the video for safety, the person
repeatedly returns them to the ground with the dogs, despite the macaque’s clear distress. 

This macabre video shows a rat being fastened to a cat’s leg with string. The rat is then killed as the cat,
spinning around in panic, tries to escape.

For example, a pet macaque, sleeping in a man’s arms, is woken up insensitively to realize a live snake is
wrapped around his body. 
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TEASING ANIMALS IN THE WILD

TEASING BY SPRAYING

Multiple videos involve people
spraying cats and dogs with
water or lemon juice. Usually,
sleeping animals are silently
approached by a human
holding half a lemon and
squeezing it on the animal’s
face. Lemon juice, which dogs
and cats find aversive, is
sprayed in their face, risking
painful eye or skin irritation.
Their reactions are caught on
camera and posted on social
media. 

For the purpose of this report, we have not automatically categorized content in which baby macaques are
bathed as a form of teasing. However, in some bathing videos, teasing is also occurring: a monkey trying to
reach the edge of a pool is repeatedly pushed back to the center; a monkey covered in soap screams out of
pain as his anus is incessantly rubbed with soap.

We also documented content in which wild and free-roaming animals are teased. This is most often the
case with monkeys in Asia who are habituated to humans. This sort of content is closely related to the
theme ‘Monkey Hatred’ (see our website for more information). 
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In one cruel compilation video, a man points a banana at a macaque and pretends to shoot and reload his
‘gun’, while making shooting noises. The macaque, jumping and threatening to attack the man, is laughed
at. This short clip is followed by a similar one where no banana is visible but in which we can hear similar
‘shooting’ noises. 

In another video, we see a man ‘playing’ with a wild female
long-tailed macaque, waving and shaking his hands in her
face, poking and tapping her on the head. The female
macaque opens her mouth, showing her teeth repeatedly.
In primate language, this is a threat-face, which is often
misunderstood by humans as a ‘smile’.  In such
circumstances, not only are the primates subjected to
stress, but the resulting aggravation could translate into
humans being bitten or scratched by primates or other
animals who will become aggressive, especially after
showing repeatedly signs of frustration that have been
disregarded or misinterpreted. 

One disconcerting video shows a
monkey lying on the ground
when a man approaches and
flicks his penis. The monkey
jumps up and reacts in fear and in
pain. The video - the comments
on which suggest it is seen as
‘funny’ - has more than 8,000
views. This video demonstrates
the abuse of an animal for the
sake of humor and ridicule, which
is classed as teasing.

21,22
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We've documented content in which food is attached with string to concealed, frightening or unusual
props (such as fake snakes). When monkeys retrieve the food, the fake snake suddenly appears and
'chases' them. Primates' innate fear of snakes, who prey on them, means that this is an acutely
stressful situation. 23,24

 
Typical example of how this type of teasing content is performed: we can see here a banana, tied to a
fake snake. Fake snakes are then buried under sand, dirt, soil, leaves or blankets to be concealed.
When the primates grab the bananas, the snakes chases them. 

One disconcerting video shows a monkey lying on the ground
when a man approaches and flicks his penis. The monkey jumps
up and reacts in fear and in pain. The video - the comments on
which suggest it is seen as ‘funny’ - has more than 8,000 views. 
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TEASING WILD  ANIMALS IN CAPTIVITY

page 23

Another video shows a man, walking around a zoo with a
pizza box, letting a rhino, a primate, a tiger and cows see or
smell the food without being able to access it in order to
tease them.

It is quite common to see wild animals in captivity
(aquariums, zoos, marine parks) teased by visitors and
sometimes staff members themselves: tapping on windows,
teasing with food or inciting animals to perform.

In one video, we see a captive beluga whale being teased
with food in a marine park: after being coerced with a large
piece of food, the beluga whale is only compensated with a
small food item. The video, which contains added exclamation
points to illustrate the whale's reaction, clearly shows that the
purpose was to tease. 



Facebook
46.7%

Youtube
43.1%

Tiktok
6.7%

Instagram
3.6%

PLATFORMS

Our researchers were asked to document Teasing as Torture on Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and Tiktok.
It is important to note that the relative proportions of Teasing as Torture content found across platforms
may not represent the actual volume of such content per say, but could represent our researchers’
familiarity with these platforms or, more importantly, the ease with which such content can be located. 

Animal cruelty content by platform *See Appendix 4
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Other videos show similar teasing techniques: a person teases a macaque, kept in poor conditions, with a
banana, by not letting him grab it even though the fruit is handed to him. This video has 7.3 million likes.
We have also seen a orangutan, kept in a zoo, who is shown a 'magic trick' with food disappearing and
which will never be available for the ape to consume. This video has more than 1.5 million likes. 

Despite clear statements prohibiting
physical harm against animals across
the social media platforms’
community guidelines and policies,
there are no policies in place that
prohibit or even limit psychological
abuse. This type of cruelty content
is abundant and totally unregulated. 

All the content we documented was
also reported to the platforms as
violation of their Community
guidelines, using their most closely
applicable reporting categories
provided. To date, all of the content
remains available. 



Sign our public petitions: www.smaccoalition.com/petitions
Write to the platforms: Members of the public should never underestimate the power of the written
word. Please help us by voicing your concerns to platforms by writing a letter or sending an email.
Follow our Public Advice:

HOW TO HELP

There are many ways you can help. Here are our suggestions: 
1.
2.

3.

4.

OUR APPEAL

Do not engage: Do not comment, like or dislike, on the video.
This may seem counterintuitive. However, engagement
increases popularity. It is best not to add any reaction at all,
and to report the video or channel immediately.

Be aware: Please visit our website and see the categories and
the themes we have identified. Be aware of these when using
social media. Sometimes animal cruelty is less than obvious,
such as an elephant calf bathing in the sea with a trainer, or a
slow loris being 'tickled' by a human. Both of these examples
involve serious animal suffering behind the scenes.

1.
Report them: Always report the video and encourage others
to do the same. Each social media platform has its own report
function. If there is no option for 'animal cruelty' then select
the closest category which can be applied. 

2.

3.
Do not watch them: Do not intentionally watch these videos.
The more views the videos receive, the more they grow in
popularity - and potentially, profitability. Often, you can see
what is contained in the video by the still images, the titles,
descriptions, or comments, before pressing play.

DO NOT SHARE: Do not share the video on your own page, even if you are doing so to raise awareness of the cruelty or
illegality. Sharing increases popularity and again, potentially also increases profitability. Instead, report them, and raise your
concerns by sharing with others the things to look out for - or direct people to our SMACC website. www.smaccoalition.com

5.

Please follow SMACC's ‘Five Steps to Stop Online Cruelty’
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Our ongoing appeal to YouTube, Facebook, TikTok, Instagram and
other social media platforms includes adopting standardized definitions
– across all social media platforms and in consultation with experts – of
animal cruelty and cruelty content and ensuring that policies conform
with these definitions, expressly prohibit cruelty content and are adhered
to. In reference to Teasing as Torture content, we emphasise these
points. 

It is widely acknowledged that psychological torture can be as
damaging to both humans and other animals as physical torture.
Social media platforms must take this into account, explicitly defining
and prohibiting psychological torture, and ensuring that this and all of
their policies are strictly enforced. 
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1 - Animal cruelty content categories available 

MAIN THEMES

Teasing
Wild animals as pets
Animals as entertainers
Deliberate psychological torture
Deliberate physical torture
Monkey hatred
Performing animals
Fake outrage
Fake rescue
TOTAL

 
115
31
25
12
4
3
3
1
1

195
 

SUBTHEMES

Wild animals as pets
Deliberate psychological torture
Teasing
Animals as entertainers
Performing animals
Deliberate physical torture
Unintentional abuse
Other
Monkey hatred
Illegal keeping or sale
Fake rescue
TOTAL

 
99
92
81
53
16
11
7
3
3
2
1

368
 

SPECIFIC ABUSES

withholding food
scaring with mask/prop
maternal deprivation
rough handling
poor conditions
inappropriate food
social isolation
scaring with another animal
causing or encouraging animals to fight
spraying
beating
drowning
burning
sexual abuse
TOTAL

 
47
47
39
32
28
26
12
11
7
4
2
2
1
1

259

COUNT IN VIDEOS COUNT IN VIDEOS

COUNT IN VIDEOS
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 2 - Featured animals 

ANIMALS

BIRDS - All/general/unspecified
BIRDS - Ducks
DOGS & CATS - (all)
DOGS & CATS - Cats
DOGS & CATS - Dogs
ELEPHANTS - Asian
FARMED ANIMALS - All/general/unspecified
FARMED ANIMALS - Cattle
LABORATORY ANIMALS/COMPANION - Rodents
MARINE LIFE - All/general/unspecified
MARINE LIFE - Cetaceans (dolphins - all or unspecified)
MARINE LIFE - Crustaceans (crabs/lobster/shrimp)
MARINE LIFE - Seals
PRIMATES - All/general/unspecified
PRIMATES - Chimpanzees
PRIMATES - Gibbons (all or unspecified)
PRIMATES - Langur (all or unspecified)
PRIMATES - Macaques (all or unspecified)
PRIMATES - Macaques (Assam macaque)
PRIMATES - Macaques (Bonnet macaque)
PRIMATES - Macaques (Formosan rock macaque)
PRIMATES - Macaques (Long-tailed macaque)
PRIMATES - Macaques (Northern pig-tailed macaque)
PRIMATES - Macaques (Rhesus macaque)
PRIMATES - Macaques (Southern pig-tailed macaque)
PRIMATES - Orangutans
PRIMATES - Slow lorises
PRIMATES - Vervets/grivets/green/tantalus monkeys 
(Chlorocebus spp.)
REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - (all or unspecified)
REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - Snakes (pythons)
WILD FELIDS - Lions
WILD FELIDS - Tigers
WILD FELIDS - White tigers
WILDLIFE (other) - Rhinos
TOTAL

1
2
4

10
18
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
4

107
1
1
1

31
1
1
5
1
1
2
 

1
1
1
2
3
1

214
 

COUNT FEATURED IN A VIDEO
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APPENDIX 3 - 
Video titles : key words 

WORDS

monkey
baby
prank
mom
funny
fake
milk
cry
angry
monkeys
monyet
crying
mommy
hungry
mask
scare
teasing
cage
seizure
tease
prank
reaction
scared
teased
vommitting
feeding
fun
funniest
obedient
obey
pranks
react
scary
tickle

62
54
41
25
17
14
14
13
10
10
9
8
7
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
 

COUNT IN
VIDEO TITLES



APPENDICES (continued...)

APPENDIX 4 - Platforms

PLATFORM

Facebook
Youtube
TikTok
Instagram
TOTAL

91
84
13
7

195
 

COUNT OF VIDEOS
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7
8
9

12
13
14
15

 
16

 
17

 
18

 
19

 
 

20
 

21
 

22
 

23
24

APPENDIX 5 - Image References

SMACC REFERENCE IMAGE ID

References correspond to images from top left to bottom right on each page. 

recSPw7STj7mMJejN 4
recdwMcOKCwu84Y0Z 5
recM3PwKh4JkspbIE 2
recuvK6auVLrtYXEv 1, recuvK6auVLrtYXEv 2, recSaF9ESEmQsOTLI, recYlzY7c6awykWoV 
recMRsOBFaYMiozcx 6, recMRsOBFaYMiozcx 5, recBSHgSWzsUUSmlU 1
recaaTvsvF4C601Z7 3, recqNHwyZCPE6eiDr 3, recT8TnANJbBCmHqz 1
recpWaFiwaC2esA8S 4, recpWaFiwaC2esA8S 2, rec87u8M7bD5HA2nC 1, recwlzJpCvsUMd9l4 2,
recdwMcOKCwu84Y0Z 6, recGoGReeQ8QqHr5I 2, recyigNCMW11oS11U 1
recD0f5UtlDBMGEqw 1, recrrpkPnnNgsyZr2 4, recrrpkPnnNgsyZr2 15, recrrpkPnnNgsyZr2 23,
recrrpkPnnNgsyZr2 12
recBSHgSWzsUUSmlU 4, recBSHgSWzsUUSmlU 3, recBSHgSWzsUUSmlU 2, rectmenS0ZVJuSbAn 2,
recMRsOBFaYMiozcx 3, recxc6aplBHB4Bwye 1
recOFfdF0LFM6IxkJ 2, recOFfdF0LFM6IxkJ 1, recIbPkXwqcrKBNyE, rec4r5KoFoI8HiM1i 3,
recpIbKqfr5aA4Haj 2, recWgNdboFAqMDC0s 3
recdzGoJcZzOQj2xb 3, recdzGoJcZzOQj2xb 2, recdzGoJcZzOQj2xb 1, recdzGoJcZzOQj2xb 4,
recUI5vFBs4gMH3D6 9, recUI5vFBs4gMH3D6 10, recUI5vFBs4gMH3D6 5, recaPQ2csGQozI873 2,
recaPQ2csGQozI873 3, recaPQ2csGQozI873 4
rec62jvlKT0yh10mq, recbD0ycG78oVZ8vt 3, recbD0ycG78oVZ8vt 7, recbD0ycG78oVZ8vt 5,
recNNNfkL9I6h5Bcu 2, recNNNfkL9I6h5Bcu 4, recRVRzCHcxJxumC6 1, recRVRzCHcxJxumC6 4
recrsZdp6wUbYIl0Q 1, rec9ZoPcJPziQzSaM 1, rec9ZoPcJPziQzSaM 2, recx7VMTqVuIzHk1I 1,
recx7VMTqVuIzHk1I 2
reckfiMZrstBaw9JA 1, reckfiMZrstBaw9JA 2, rec3fsOeQMH6olyEi 1, rec3fsOeQMH6olyEi 2,
recSLZJ73KOxfFkgB 2
rec9UAdrbirSg9Tji, recwQxLG4YJ0Du5ry 1, recwQxLG4YJ0Du5ry 2, recwQxLG4YJ0Du5ry 3
recThccmkG76hbb00 1, recqSi0hRCLbLjjhC 1
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Anima Society for the Protection of Animals
(Macau)
Animal Concerns Research & Education Society
Animal Guardians
Animal People Forum
Animal Protection Denmark
Animal Rescue Cambodia
Animals Asia Foundation
Big Cat Rescue
Blue Cross of India
Born Free Foundation
Change for Animals Foundation
Donkey Sanctuary
Federation of Indian Animal Protection
Organisations

SOCIAL MEDIA ANIMAL
CRUELTY COALITION 

SUPPORTED BY THE ASIA FOR ANIMALS COALITION

ASIA FOR ANIMALS COALITION MEMBERS

On behalf of the undersigned organisations around the globe and the many millions of members and
animals they represent;

FOUR PAWS International
Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries
Humane Society International
International Animal Rescue
International Fund for Animal Welfare
Jane Goodall Institute - Nepal
Philippine Animal Welfare Society
RSPCA UK
Sarawak Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Hong Kong
VShine Animal Protection Association
World Animal Protection
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